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1. FEATURES_____________________________________________________ 
 
The Roland GC-1 GK Ready Strat offers legendary Fender tone and classic 
styling, with a built-in Roland GK pickup system to drive 13-pin compatible 
products directly from the guitar’s onboard controls.  
 

 Built in Roland GK pickup system and controls. 
 

 Fender authorized and made Stratocaster 
 

 The physical design of the guitar is similar in spec to an American 
Standard Stratocaster, but is assembled in Mexico. The “Synchronized 
Tremolo” bridge and pickups are the only parts that differ from the 
American Standard series. 

 
 3 ceramic single coil pickups, for classic Fender tone. 

 
 22 fret neck, modern “C” shaped neck curve, 25 ½” scale length and 

American 6- inline Tuners. 
 

 All guitar parts made in America, assembled in Mexico. 
 

 Synchronized tremolo with high-mass bridge block (based on the 
original Stratocaster trem but with more mass for better string 
vibration.) 

 
 Shielded body  

 
 Medium jumbo frets, considered by many the most comfortable to play. 

 
 “Cool factor” vintage style cosmetics: tinted neck, parchment pick 

guard and ’70s-style headstock logo. 
 

 Includes Fender Premium Gig Bag w/Roland V-Guitar logo 
 

 2 models available: Hand-painted, 3-tone sunburst/rosewood 
fingerboard (GC-1-3TS) and black/maple fingerboard (GC-1-BLK) 

 
 The original and iconic Stratocaster sound everyone knows and loves! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2. QUICK DEMO___________________________________________________ 
 
The Quick Demo is a way to get the customer interested in a product in less than  
60 seconds. 

 
Before you Start 
 
To demonstrate the Roland GC-1 GK Ready Strat you need to connect to a GR-
55, VG-99, or other 13-pin compatible device. 
 

1. Check the condition of the strings and the tuning of the guitar.  Strings 
should look clean and not corroded. 

2. Tune to A440 standard tuning EADGBE.  If new strings have been put on 
the guitar make sure they are thoroughly stretched before demo so as to 
not go out of tune during the demonstration.  Ideally the guitar should be 
checked to insure it is set up properly. 

3. Use a high quality guitar amp, such as a Roland Cube-80XL or other pro 
quality guitar amp. 

4.  Plug the mono output of the 13-pin compatible device into 
the clean channel of the amp. 

5. Plug in a 13-pin cable into the 13-pin input on the guitar and 
the other end of the cable into the 13-pin input of the 13-pin 
compatible device.   

6. Set the GUITAR/SYNTH MIX toggle switch to [ SYNTH ], and turn the GK 
volume knob up to 10.   

 
*IMPORTANT: be sure to set the GK Pickup Sensitivity of the 13-pin device 
correctly. Check its manual for specific instructions. 
 
THE QUICK DEMO 
 

1. Turn on the 13-pin compatible device and select a simple factory preset 
patch like a piano, flute, or violin, (or just use the first patch to pop up).   

 
2. Play a few single notes to demonstrate how the Roland GC-1 GK Ready 

Strat can control the device.   
 

3. Use the [ UP ] and [ DOWN ] push buttons to change patches 
 

4. Turn the guitar [ VOLUME ] and  [ TONE ] knobs up to 10, switch the 
GUITAR/SYNTH MIX toggle to the middle [ MIX ]. Strum a simple chord 
and adjust guitar [ VOLUME ] and the GK-2 [ VOLUME ] to demonstrate 
the mixing and blending of the volumes for the guitar sound and the synth 
sound. 

 
 



 
 
 
3. FIVE FEATURES to KNOW and SHOW______________________________ 
 

1. An authentic Fender Stratocaster that can drive all 13-pin devices via a 
built in GK pickup and controls. 

 
2. The physical design of the guitar is similar in spec to an American 

Standard Stratocaster, but is assembled in Mexico. The pickups and 
the bridge are the only parts that differ from the American Standard 
series. 

 
3. Super simple and well laid out GK design: easy to navigate the 

different controls at your fingertips. 
 

4. GK system allows you to play/hear the guitar sound, the synth sound 
or both at the same time. 

 
5. 2 models available: 3-tone sunburst/rosewood fingerboard (G-5-3TS) 

and black/maple fingerboard (G-5-BLK) 
 

 
 
4. ACCESSORIES_________________________________________________ 
 
Roland GR-55, VG-99 
 
Boss Tuners: TU-10, TU-3, TU-1000, TU12EX, TU-88, TU-80, TU-15, TU-12 
 
GKC-5, GKC-10 13-pin cables 
 

GK-2 VOLUME KNOB 
GUITAR/SYNTH MIX 
TOGGLE 
5 WAY PICKUP SELECTOR 
SWITCH 
 
GUITAR TONE KNOB 
 
UP/DOWN PUSH BUTTONS 
 
GUITAR VOLUME KNOB 



5. GUITAR SPECS_________________________________________________ 
 
Body   Alder 
Color   Black (GC-1-BLK) or 3-tone Sunburst (GC-1-3TS) 
Neck   Maple 
Fingerboard  Maple (GC-1-BLK) or Rosewood (GC-1-3TS) 
Radius  9.5" 
Neck shape  Modern C 
Scale Length 25.5" 
# of Frets  22 
Fret Size  Medium Jumbo 
Logo   "Fender Powered By Roland" 
Nut width:  1.650” (42 mm) 
Truss Rod Nut: 3/16" Hex Adjustment 
 


